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DARK PEAK CLOTHING
Cotton Singlets - Mens
Shorts
Woolen Hats
Tracksters (Ron Hill)
Cloth Badges (on order)

£6.75
£5-50
£2.50
£9.50
£0-80

Other gear which can be obtained to order.Rugby Shirts (see list in hut)
Trackster Tops (Ron Hill)
Ron Hill shoes - e-g Rivington Pike
Tracksters

£15-00
£13.25
£33-00
£22-00

Notet There are no more T-shirts' All Ron Hill clothing/shoes
can be obtained at approx 15% off RRP. All above prices are
subject to alteration. Orders/enquiries to Howard Swindells*
*•*****»•••##**#*»•••••*•**#«*•#*•***#•»#•*#•*»**#*#*»•**#*••##•

WEDNESDAY RUNS
These start from the Sportsman Pub, Lodge Moor, Sheffield
at 6.30pm prompt! They continue throughout the year whatever the
weather - rain, sleet, hail, snow and sometimes sunshine- Runs
are over the local moorland in summer and on the roads in winter
(for all but a few head-cases, who run on the moors at night)
and we try to cater for all abilities- Limited
changing
facilities are available in the adjacent club hut-
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E D I TOR I AL
As December arrived I was wondering whether I was going to
be able to continue with the Christmas Day tradition and go for
a long run- Back in September when I picked up the latest injury
I only anticipated being 'out' for a week or so, and here I was
still unable to do any running, just the occasional 2 miler so
the physio could see if his treatment was working- I was however
becoming very good at swimming - perhaps I should go for a swim
in Rivelin Dams on Christmas Day?! The thought of this prospect
was obviously enough for my body to put itself back together and
allow me to start running again soon afterThree months off is a long time - the last time I was
sidelined for more than a month was back in 1981, and before
that it must have been vefore I started training
in 1976 (not
counting
the 5 weeks in 1983 when I had by ankle in plaster)Getting back is a long, slow and painful process, especially
if
like me you lose your fitness QUICKLY! Starting traing again
after such a long time off calls for the balaclava - so as not
to be recognised whilst looking like an over-indulgent rugby
player with asthma, desperately trying to maintain his place in
the third XV- Any thoughts of racing were soon dispelled by the
backsides of fellow runners disappearing into the distance on a
Wednesday night club run - and I was only running half of it!
Being
injured this autumn did releive me of one dilemma,
that of having to choose between running the Club Champs and the
Orienteering Club K-0 Final - I wouldn't have been too popular
with some people- At least we (SYO) won the cup! I must also
apologise for not being at the club champs to stop Mr Patterson
from getting another free dinner - all the best laid plans go
wrong - - ..
Having just succeeded in staggering 10 miles, without any
problems, I now have some grounds to be optimistic and look
forward to racing again next year- Perhaps someone will see fit
to
steer
me through an injury free year to the World
Orienteering Champs in August.
See you all in the new year!
Edward TorrThanks to all this issues contributers, without whom this mag
would have been half the size and out on time - well we can't
break with tradition- Keep the articles coming-

DP NEWS DP NEWS
FRA Committee
Roger Baumeister and Chez De Mengel
have recently been
elected onto the FRA committee- If there are any points that you
would
like to be raised at the next meeting or if you have any
questions to ask let Roger or Chez know in plenty of time- The
next meeting is the 22nd January 1989Fell Running : Training, Navigation and Safety
This is the title of a course to be put on by Dark Peak at
Edale YHA around Easter time next- Roger and Chez have been
volunteered to organise the 2-day course and are looking for nay
help that members can offer on the topics mentionedI'm not
sure if this is supposed to be aimed at novices or experienced
fell runners, but whoever, the navigational aspect will be of
benefit to 90%+ of Dark Peak membersBob Graham 89
Next years official club attempt will be on the weekend of
June
17th/18th- Any interested member, whether it be to help or
run, should contact Terry Sayles <0742 580019) - I think he is
either organising it or is in contact with whoever is'10 Years of DPFR'
It's out! The book finally emerged from under a table at
the Club Dinner along with one of its editors Graham Berry what they were doing there only Graham can say- If you've not
already bought a copy don't delay and order now- £5 • 60p pdp to
Graham Berry, 28 Montrose Rd, Sheffield S7 2EE- (585388).
'10 Years on the Bog' T-Shirts
Howard Swindells is now taking orders for more of this
very popular T-shirt* He needs about 50 orders to ensure a
reasonable price (£3-£4) so place your order now! Tel 0742
302891COMING EVENTS
27/12 Last Gasp- 3mContact Ian Wainwright (0742) 3041877/1
Burbage Baffler- 4 person relayContact Martin Spence (0742) 66843519/2
Margery Hill raceContact Andy Harmer (0742) 664170.
25/2
Not the National Cross Country Champs*
or Dark Peak Cross Country Champs, Rivelin Valley.
Contact Tony Farnell (Hope Valley) 20500.

FRA MEMBERSHIP
All
enquiries/renewals should be sent to Pete Bland
Sports, 34a Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria. The membership
fee is
still £4 (I think).
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BG 88
Yet another superbly organised event thenks to Colin and
Mark. Thanks also go to all the pacers and 'lifters' who almost
enjoyed
the weekend more than the contenders. The weather
conditions were perfect and we all finished
in 23 hours 21
minutes, some would have been much quicker but stuck to the
schedule since all the support was geared up to the scheduled
times which I could just about meet.
After several years of excellent organisation Colin Hughes
is passing the job on to someone else- Ben Hodges has offered to
do the road crossing support for BG89 using his 'Alpine mobile
Stratocruiser'. I hope to be assisting with
the cuisine- Any
club member interested
in attempting the BG89 round should in
the first instance contact me or Ben.
And finnally
I did it didn't I - Yipee!!
Terry Sayles

MEMBERSHIP AMMENDMENTS
NEW MEMBERS
Martin Bloomfield
Peter Davie
D-Farmery
Andrew Howard
Philip Weller

18 Barncliffe Crescent, Sheffield, SIO 4DA.
Tel 303971.
52 Millhouses Lane, Millhouses,
Sheffield, S7 2HB• Tel 362456.
721 Abbey Lane, Sheffield, Sll 9NDTel 620176
118 Union Rd, Brincliffe, Sheffield,
Sll 9EN. Tel 553500Officer's Mess, RAF Cosford,
Wolverhampton, WV/7 3EX- Tel 0907 222393 x2094

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
Clare Crofts
135 Lydgate Lane, Sheffield, SIO 5FNTel 664427.
Tim Dennish
27 Coventry Close, Tewksbury,
Gloucester, GL20 5HR• Tel 0684 850506.
Helen Diamantides 31 Richmond Rd, Redcar, Cleveland,
TS10 2EXJohn Firth
Flat 3, 56 Wostenholme Rd, Nether Edge,
Sheffield, S7 ILL- Tel 589260Frank GalbraithTel 0433 31367Wendy Lightfoot
^Ashdell Road, Broomhill
Tim Lyons
118 Barlow Moor Rd, Didsbury,
Manchester, M20 8PWMike Meysner
???
Gary Pi cken
???
Martin Spence
? Osberton Place, Nether Edge,
Sheffield, Tel 668435.

CLUB CHAMPS RESULTS
Records : Men
: Men (Vet)
: Women
1 M-Patterson 2 A.Harmer.(V)
3 T-Farnell-(V)
4 K-Lilley5 B-Berzins6 0.Berry•(V)
7 K-Tonkin8 A.Forsyth.
9 R-Amor•
10 C-Hughes 11 M-Harvey12 K-Hagley.
13 M-Meysner14 R.Ansel 1.
15 G.Band.
16 C.Crofts.(L)
17 A-Pryor•
18 D.Holmes.
19 A.Yates.(V)
20 J.Armi stead•(V)
21 G.Hulley.(V)
22 T,-Trowbridge•(V)
23 J.Cant 24 T-Rhodes25 B.Wilson.(V)
26 H.Swindells.(V)
27 J.F i rth•
28 M.Pedley.
29 P.Jones•
30 N.Goldsmith•
31 T-Mackey•
32 B.Thackery.(SV)
33 J-Herbert34 P.Sanderson 35 M-Simms36 D-Lockwood-(V)
37 C-Wilson38 CLincoln-J ones
39 J-Fulton40 R-Marsden-(V)
41 K-Borman42 A-Watmore-(L)
43 J-Smith-(L)
44 R-Grimes.
45 P-Kohn.(V)
46 P-Jones 47 F-Galbrai th-(SV)
48 W-McLewin-(V)
49 T-Norris•
50 J-Soper-(SV)
51 G.Bell.
52 H-White.

1.08.46
1.14.44
1.24.24
Snake
24.06
24.56
25.31
26. 10
26.10
27.00
27.04
27.22
27.24
27.23
27.07
28-46
27.54
28-38
28.30
28-29
29.27
29-26
30.26
29-29
30.58
29.52
30.06
27.21
29.50
30.03
30.04
31.17
29.58
31 .03

32.11
32-22
32.07
32-30
32.01
32-33
32.23
31 .51
33.10
32.44
32.41
33.09
31 .54
33.09
34.17
32.43
35.08
32.28
33.45
35.00
34.59

Malcolm Patterson
Andy Harmer
Clare Crofts
D»fall
46
49
50
51
52
52
53
55
55
54
54
55
56
56
56
55
57
58
59
57
59
58
57
56
57
59
1.00
1.01
59
1 .00
1.01
1.10
1.01
1 .03
1.04
1.02
1.03
1 .03
1-04
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.04
1 .02
1.04
1.04
1.04
1 .07
1 -06
1 .08
1.07
1.08
6

Finish
1.08.46
1.14-44
1.15.27
1.15.29
1.17.29
1.18.47
1.20.05
1.21.09
1.21.12
1.21*36
1.21.38
1.22.51
1.23.49
1.23.54
1.24.21
1.24.24
1.24.41
1.25.47
1.25.50
1.26.12
1.26.19
1.26.31
1.26.49
1.27-08
1.27-45
1.27.55
1-30-16
1.30.34
1-30-41
1.30.56
1-31-06
1-32-04
1 - 32 - 59
1-34-16
1.34.21
1-34.31
1.34.49
1.34-53
1.35.18
1-35-38
1.35.46
1-35-50
1.35.53
1-36.48
1.37-05
1-38-38
1-38.46
1-38-58
1-39-07
1-39-10
1-39-51
1-40-04

1988
19S8

1988
Handi cap
1-08 -0.46
1-14 -0.44
1-15 -0.27
1.19 +3.31
1.16 -1.29
1.20 + 1.13
1.23 +2«55
1.24 +2.51
1.24 +2.48
1.24 +2.24
1.22 +0.22
1.26 +3.09
1.23 -0.49
1.25 + 1.06
1.26 + 1.39
1.24 -0.24
1.33 +8.19
1.25 -0.47
1.33 +7.10
1.31 +4-48
1.39 +12.41
1.24 -2-31
1.19 -7.49
1.25 -2-08
1.27 -0.45
1.34 +6.05
1.43 +12.44
1.28 -2.24
1-35 +4.19
1.32 + 1.04
1.35 +3.54
1.36 +3.56
1-39 +6-01
1-43 +8.44
1.43 +8-39
1.40 +5-29
1.34 -0-49
1.36 + 1-07
1.29 -6-188
1.42 +6-22
1.39 +3-14
1.32 -3-50
1.33 -2-53

-

-

1-38 +0-55
1-39 +0-22
1.41 +2- 14
1-46 +7-02
1-32 -7.07
1-42 +2-50
1.51 +11.09
1.43 +2-56

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

J-Feist.(SV)
C-Henson.(SV)
B-Kenyon-(SV)
J-Simpson -(V)
T.Sayles.(V)
P-Harri s•
B.Hodges.<V)
K.Whittle.(L>
J-Harri son•(V)
A-Snaderson • (V)
M-Spence
T.Foley.(V)
E.Steward•(V)
I.Roberts•(SV)

35.36
35.38
34.41
35.37
34.04
34.58
35.35
36.11
35.22
38.06
36.46
38.22
38.18
38.46

1 .09
1 .08
1.03

-

1.07
1.09
1 .09
1.11
1 .07
1.11
1.13
1.13
1.13
1 -19

1.40.48
1.41.00
1.41.02
1.42.11
1.43.36
1.43.43
1.44.34
1.45.49
1.46.02
1.46.03
1.52.16
1.52.28
1.53.22
2-07-34

1.53
1-44

+12.12
+3.00

1-45
-

-3.36

1-40

-

-

+0.26
1.41 -4.49
1.42 -4-02
1.45 -1.03
1.36 -16.16
1.50 -2.28

-

-

1.55 -12.34

Retired : Dave Sant and Ted Woodhouse.

LIFE AT THE SHARP END!
Ever since the 1981 race, when I grimly pursued Rob
Pearson and Tony Farnell on the directissimo route back from the
Downfall (an experience which tempted me to give up fell running
almost as soon as I had started) I had held the belief
that
there had to be something better than following Rob's backside
(it can't be that bad as many hundreds of other fell runners
have done so in the past, maybe the movement of his hips stir up
some unconscious primeval feeling? - Ed)- However, four failed
attempts on his superb 1983 record was turning this belief
into
an obsession. In the weeks before the 1988 race I felt that I
was chasing my own footprints around Kinder plateau in my search
for the perfect route- It was getting too serious, I thought,
when
I spent half an hour deciding how best to negociate the
rebuilt sheepfold! At least my indecision over the route back
ended when I found the deepest and vilest bog on Kinder on what
had been my favourite route!
Race day comes at last - - - I start fast, more
positively than ever before- Make it hurt now, early on, I tell
myself as I attack the climb- I reach level ground with my heart
pounding and start what is the easiest of the three crossings.
But I miss the short cut that I have found so often before.
Don't panic, don't lose confidence, I reassure myself. Finish
the crossing and head for Seal Stones, but its muddy, so muddy.
Keep pushing. Plunge down the grassy descent, ford the stream,
down the narrow rocky path. Relief that someone has opened the
sheepfold gate - any help is valued* Turn at the bridge with a
brief nod to the marshalls. Now for Fairbrook- Just behind my
schedule, must get going, but I'm tired. I've gone too fast too
early. A wave of self doubt takes over as I struggle upwards.
Eventually my confidence comes back as I make myself
look
forward and up. Come on, I'm nearly at the top, and then it's
all downhill (I decieve myself). I weave through the topmost
boulders and onto the 2nd crossing. Tim takes my photo, I smile
grimly. Hit the river with a splash, quickly regain
my
equilibrium and lengthen my strideI don't smile or say
anything as I turn at the downfall - sorry folks, but I'm a man
with a mission! Glance at the watch, same time as last year.
I'll have to do the final leg faster than ever before. I force
the pace as I splash back up the river and turn off up the
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twitting, stony bottomed grough. Can't afford to make a mistake
here- Clamber out of the grough, across no man's land as I head
for Standing Stones- I'm still feeling strong as I focus on
Grindslow Knoll ahead, but I'm tiring rapidly. The path is muddy
and churned up. I try and remember all the little short cutsThen I'm onto the easier ground of the contour path around the
knollI glance at my watch and don't think I can do it, but I
must keep trying- Across the tussocks to the top of the steep
descent and the finish
comes into view- Be positive now! I
plunge down the descent and fall over rather than climb the
wallI look again at the watch and I know I can do it nowStride down through the field, encouragement coming out to me- I
leap over the wall (sorry Edale!) and collapse over the lineI've finally done it! Right, lets see how the others have got on

Malcolm 'the Bruce'(1) Patterson
(1) Historical note: Robert the Bruce was inspired by a spider
who made it on the seventh attempt. I made it in my sixth
Championship but still, I like historical parallels!

THE ALTERNATIVE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
(A message from the colonies)
Montreal, Saturday
12 November 1988. The two men in the
hotel room lounged casually in the comfortable armchairs. They
were deep in conversation- A conversation which would probably
have been incomprehensible to anyone else in this city. Anyonee
else, that is, except their wives who were with them but only
had ears for some conversation of their own.
It was the day of the Dark Peak Club Championships. The
day had started dull and overcast but a watery sun had now
started to break through the battleship grey sky and pick out
details on the surrounding hills. One hill in particular held
the attention of the assembled sixty-odd runners in their shorts
and thermal vests- It was a hill which they were about to cross
and re-cross three times in a bid to establish the annual club
champion.
The race was suddenly wide open- The usual pre-race
favourite
"Pal" Matterson had fallen asleep in a public library
on the previous afternoon and only awoke at 9-30 that morning.
At this moment he was ten miles away driving
like a man
possessed in a desperate but vain attempt to reach the start in
time. It was a situation to which he was no stranger.
His absence
left several runners capable of lifting the
coveted prize- There was Handy Armpit, the "old goat"- A victory
for him would have been popular but in truth his days in the
upper echelons of fell running were already drawing to a closeThere was Tom Titt, taller and much younger than Armpit. He was
looking very fit this year. Also looking bronzed and slim was
Toby Fartell- Nobody knew his age. Some guessed that he was 57
but
in truth he looked a good five years younger- There was the
8

thort and wiry John Edwards. Looking younger every year and
always modest about his many previous achievements, he must be
in with a real chance this year. Finally, there was Dave
Moseley; tall and with receding hair, over 40 now but still
handsome and looking very fit- Any of these runners could do itWithin the next eighty minutes one of them would.
The runners were looking restless now. Their warm-ups
over, the last nervous eggcupful of urine passed beside the tree
which
traditionally marks the start of the annual race, they
would be happier to be running. Suddenly, someone said the word
and they were off, striding through the mud towards the copse,
then it was through the gate or over the wall before
splashing
through Golden Clough. Suddenly the leaders cut off the path and
up the steep bank on their right. Already a pattern was
emerging. The surprise leader at this stage was
"Greyhound"
Derry. He was a previous champion but in those far off days the
club only had three members and the hills were less steep. His
initiative today took everyone by surprise.
Almost bounding up the hillside he had opened up a ten
yard gap on the rest of the leading group but his suicidal bid
had to fail. While still a hundred feet from the top, his hands
went on his knees and his pace slowed to a fast walk. Within
seconds the leading group were on his heels and it was Armpit,
the "old goat", who was to force his way round derry and into
the lead. Looking like a glossy advertisement for a famous brand
of thermal sportswear, it was Armpit who was first onto the
leveller ground. He was now the man to catch.
Armpit was running well. Across the heather, round the top
of Blackden. But contouring round Seal Edge it was Titt who
chose the better line and took the lead- Down the hillside to
the ruined shooting cabin his long, easy stride kept him ahead*
Down the rocky path, splashing through the river, he maintained
his lead and it was he who turned first at the footbridge.
Re-tracing his steps, he was able to study the faces of
those runners behind him. Fartell had now overtaken Armpit and
looked comfortable in second place. Armpit's eyes were glazed
and he offered no immediate challenge. Derry now seemed a spent
force, his breathing heavy and
laboured.
In fifth and sixth
places, Moseley and Edwards were running comfortably.
There was no time to ponder these facts as the leaders
prepared for a rapid ascent of Fairbrook. By the time the
scramble at the top was completed, it was still Titt in the lead
but he had already paid a high price for his effort and as they
ran on a compass bearing across to Kinder Downfall, it was
Fartell who was to negotiate the route best and it was he who
registered first at the second checkpoint. Titt arrived in
second place with Edwards close behind. Armpit was fourth but by
now a spent force with Moseley close at his heels and looking
strong.
Up the Kinder river, splashing anke deep in the icy water.
Through "Kinder Gates" and past the cairn. Fartell was still
running
like the wind but things had changed behind him* Titt
had faded badly and was now wobbling like a jelly on a plate* It
was the wiry Edwards and graceful Moseley who were to pounce
when Fartell hesitated at the next stream junction. Edwards
splashed up the gully to the left with Moseley
close behind*
Fartell's determination
seemed to have suffered from momentary
hesitation and his thrust was soon to be blown away as the front
two forged ahead. They appeared
to float over
the soft,
semi-liquid peat without sinking at all but those who were to
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follow would find their energy drained as each heavy sho needed
to be pulled out of the jaws of the bog before
it could
progress.
The leading pair were running comfortably now- A good line
to the left of Crowden and it was shoulder to shoulder along the
track to the right of Grindslow Knoll- Here their paths were to
diverge. Edwards ran hard to the track which led down the hill
to the left while Moseley headed for the distant Scar of Back
Tor, a line which would take him to the top of the precipitous
bank directly above the penultimate gate.
The two athletes could see each other as Edwards' loping
stride ate up the yards down the track with Moseley
slithering
down the grass to his right- The latter made it to the gate
first. Both men vaulted the gate effortlessly and then
it was
just 300 yards of gradual descent to the finish- It was going to
be close. In the end it was Edwards' years of "200 metres back
to back" interval training which brought him to the finish in a
new record time with Moseley two seconds behind. The battles for
the minor places became an irrelevance after such a magnificent
battle.
Outside the hotel window, the Canadian
winter
was
beginning to bite. "I would have like a bit of a jog, John but
the back's been a bugger lately", said the taller man.
"That's okay, Dave. Can you call room service for another
gin and tonic?"
Across the room the women were still deep in conversation,
unaware of the drama that had just unfolded*
The Doc and The Squire

WORLD CUP WEEKEND, KESWICK
After all the doubts expressed about this event, I was one
of the many fell runners who came home from Keswick with lasting
memories of a marvellous weekend. The weather, which was
glorious throughout, obviously made
its contribution
to the
success, but there was a lot more. I hope that the other Dark
Peak runers who were there will agree with me when I say that
the weekend demonstrated
that International and Domestic fell
running can peacefully co-exist, and that elite and club runner
can both derive enjoyment from the same occasion.
Saturday's races were exclusively for the internationals
with Juniors, Womens and Mens teams from 17 countries contesting
the markedly tough course around Latrigg- Clare Crofts and Jacky
Smith were Dark Peak's representives in the English womens teamBoth ran brilliantly, Clare just outsprinting team mate Vanessa
Brindle for 17th place and Jacky hard on there heels in 21stThe taem finished just outside the medals in 4th place.
Sunday's races centred on Braithwaite, composed an open
race, followed by the World Cup for veterans and finally the
mens long race for the World Cup itself.
The open race was marred by the removal of a section of
flags from the course beyond Grisedale Pike, which caused
runners to scatter in all directions in the mist, some ending up
on Hobcarton Crag rather than Coledale Hause! The identity of
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tht saboteurs remains a mytery... hungry sheep, playful children
or malicious adults .... who knows? Bob Berzins was a Dark Peak
representive amongst those who strayed off course. He eventually
finished a ratherdejected 116th, letting Mike Meysner in to take
the honour of first club member in 91st place.
The flags having been returned to their
rightful place,
the veterans competitors had no such route-finding problems.
John Nixon of Achille Ratti emerged from out of the clouds to
take the World crown with exemplary modesty. Bob Toogood in 14th
place was 3rd over 45 veteran, an excellent result though I
realise
that the man himself remains disatisfied... Barry
Thackery, hard on the heels of Graham Berry, was another medal
winner, 2nd in the over 55 class.
By the time the international runners were preparing for
their race the crowds were massing at the finish and out on the
course* The atmosphere was terrific, the support throughout was
overwhelming- We set off up the main street, through the
enthusiastic crowd, and out onto the open fell. As we reached
the long and testing climb to Grisedale Pike, spectators were
out in force along the route. We ascended into the swirling mist
and through it into the sunshine- For those who had time and
presence of mind to look, the view from Crag Hill to the
Helvellyn range rising out of the blanket of
mist
was
breathtaking
(literally!).
On the descent, runners ran the
gauntlet of the screaming crowds atop Barrow, a marvellous
encouragement to the tired legs and minds.
Pre-race favourites
Italy provided the individual winner
and had the team title and the World Cup overall- Rod Pilbeam of
England was a brilliant 3rd, with Colin Donnelly 5th and yours
truly 8th* England were just pipped by Switzerland in the World
Cup but managed to beat them on Sunday.
All in all, a weekend of enjoyable fell running for all
abilities, an example which I hope can be followed by future
organisers of internaationals at home and abroad.
Malcolm Patterson
RESULTS
VETERANS
1 J-Nixon-(AR)
14 B.Toogood40 G-Berry*
48 B-Thackery64 T.Trowbridge 68 M•Hayes•
82 P.Simpson.
163 C-Brad-

1.15.05
1.24.12
1.29.31
1.30.20
1.32.49
1.33.05
1.35.29
1.46.15

173
177
183
185
193
217
220
238

J-Harri son F-GalbraithP.Dyke C.HensonM.CoxA.Col 1inson•
E.StewardB-Bental1 -

1-40-18
1.48.45
1-50.21
1-50.55
1.52.59
2.00.39
2.01.36
2-13-22

OPEN
1 H-Symonds91 M.Meysner116 B-Berzins.

1 - 13-16
1.32.56
1-36-07

130
139
179

A-PryorJ-Smith-(L)
A-Watmore-(L)

1.39.48
1.40-39
1.45.59
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A TRIP ABROAD WITH THE RICH AND FAMOUS
or
HOW PILBRAIN WON THE RAFFLE
Do you know that pillock
called McLewin, he's in your
club, said the Pilbrain (sometimes known familiarly as Rod)- He
wants to have all the world cup team places selected by a
raffle!
Doesn't he realise all the hard work and effort we put
into it, he continued getting quite worked up- I tell you the
Keswick
lads would string him up if they got hold of him, the
nerk!
We patiently explained that Will was a gentle plant loving
soul who would never say boo to a goose, but because he was a
mathemetician he had been influenced by a quasi-religous branch
of amthematics called the 'Random Determinists' who believed
that true equality could only be achieved by random selection(This group were sometimes known as the Monte Carlo
school).
Thus for selecting the Olympic team or indeed the Cabinet, Will
believed
that a raffle, or better still, a computer selection a
la Ernie was the only way to achieve true equality.
We also explained that Will was a neo-cartesian (a branch
of topology) which meant that he had an inherent distrust of the
Ordnance Survey. So much so, in fact, that he felt the need to
pit his own trig points in places he felt were
topologically
sound. He had also discovered the four colour theory by using
only the three colours making up Dark Peak's club colours demonstrating his proof on a trig point. The Peak Park did not
appreciate the significance of the proof and removed the
evidence by painting the trig point white.
The Pilbrain was not impressed- It's a pity but I don't
think Will's coming to the Sierre-Zinal this year I said,
I'm
sure he'd like to meet you.
We were in Zinal living in splendour in an apartment and
being fed. all for free! It's called fame by association. We
were posing as Malcolm's pre-nascent
children, known on the
circuit as Pattison 4. It had started
in Thyon where we had
slept on the floor, well Gerry did, I had the spare bed. Malcolm
was agin a 'coureur invitee'. No free meals here but we did
manage to get in to the pre-race nosebag, and very good
it was
too - lots of free wine.
It was at the pre-race meal that I realised that there is
a running snobbery, and like conventional snobbery it is mainly
practiced by the less great. It took some time for the American
woman, Gail, opposite to realise that I was no superstar. With
more than a hint of indignation she asked how I'd got in.
Through the door I said, how about you? (no-one gets upset
because Fred Rogerson goes to the Bob Graham dinner and does the
speeches do they?)
She barely acknowledged me after that, giving posing head
bands to everyone who was rich and famous. Sad to say she beat
me by a coiple of minutes... if only I'd known! The Pilbrain
was 13th, ahead of Malcolm who was 16th.
And so to Zinal- The weather had been ferociously hot for
weeks, the best weather that Switzerland had had for years- It
is in weather like this that you realise why the race starts at
such an early hour. It was cool until we got to Chandolin at
which point the race leaves the shade of the trees and
comes
into the open. Fortunately the race is well provided with drink
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stations.
At the start wearing an elite number was McLewin! How did
you get an elite number we asked - takes too long to explain
said Will, another one in the eye for the Pilbrain we said. And
so it was that McLewin started in the elite boxAfter the race, as is the Dark Peak tradition, everyone
found themselves in Malcolm's apartment queuing for the
shower.
Pilbrain arrived, Ah we said to Will, meet one of your greatest
admirers... Unfortunately, the strain of the fame that goes
with an elite number had taken too much out of Will and he had
to decline the opportunity to expound on his theories and
beliefs in mathematical equality. Fortunately, Pilbrain had also
exhausted himself
in coming
14th and had no appetite for
argument.
THYQN-DIXENCE
1 M-Bovier
8
J-Maitland
13 R-Pilbeam
16 M-Patterson
112 N-Goldsmith

1.11.35
1.14.25
1.16-56
1.17-27
1.46.52

Ladies
1 S.Goldsmith
7
J.Smith.
15 G.Goldsmith.

1-24-12
1-42-09
1-52.19

SIERRE-ZINAL
1 P.Gobet.
2
J.Maitland.
14 R.Pilbeam.
17 M.Patterson.
259 N.Goldsmith.

2-34-16
2-36-20
2-46-26
2-47-29
3-34-09

508
626
696
714

J.Smith.<L>
G.Goldsmith.<L)
W.McLewin.
D-Sant.

3.59.36
4.09.56
4.16.59
4.18.42

A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR CARBOHYDRATE LOADING OR IS IT?
Runners have been using carbohydrate
loading to enhance
their performance for many years, the idea being that loading
can double and even treble muscle glycogen stores (glycogen
is
the most readily available lead-free fuel for runners - it is
stored in the muscle tissue ready for immediate use).
The classic loading procedure for distance races
involves
a
painfull
depletion
phase
followed
by
the
stuff-your-face-with-pasta
loading phase. The runner
first
depletes his/her glycogen stores a week before the race with
exhaustive
training,
followed
by
three
days
on
a
low-carbohydrate diet with moderate training. Just as her/his
body begins to fall apart trying to run on empty, the aspiring
runner has to pig out on starchy stodge and rest totally for
three days prior to the event, turning up at the startline
feeling
like a sick, soggy balloon about to burst- In theory,
the runners metabolism gets so messed up by the exhaustive
training and three days carbo-starvation that it stores much
more glycogen than normal (out of fear that another period of
torture and famine will follow shortly!). Side effects include a
bad temper, arguments, broken marriages, nausea, dizziness,
13

fainting and a feeling of weakness, not to mention bad breath
and flatulence!
Needless to say very few fell runners use the system
(and
if they do they keep very quiet about it)- One exception being
Tim Daniel who lives his whole life in the exhaustion/starvation
mode! Less extreme loading schedules are similar, although
omitting
the
carbo-starvation
phase and substituting an
"eat-as-1ittle-carbohydrate-as-you-can-without-suffering-too-much"
It is thought that the exhaustive training of
the
depletion phase is the most critical
factor in promoting
supersaturated glycogen stores and somebody called Tribole has
recently
reported some data of interest in "Track and Field
Quarterly Review" vol. 88- 2:41-42. She/he has suggested
that
normal
training alone keeps the body primed for carbo-loading,
especially in fit athletes- Yes, it looks like a lot of DPFR
have been doing it right all along!
According to the report athletes "
no longer have
to exhaust themselves
in the depletion phase, which
makes
carbohydrate loading safer and more efficient"- The new wisdom
advocates that training is gradually reduced for one week
prior
to the race, whilst carbohydrates are gradually increased up to
around 70% of total calorific intake during the last three days
before the raceThe supposed new tapering routine offers few, if any side
effects since ther is no carbohydrate deprivation- Runners are
less likely to injure themselves as the strenuous preliminary
training is omitted
in favour of tapered preparationThe
laboratory
studies
demonstrated that glycogen stores are
supersaturated to a level comparable to those achieved by the
rigorous depletion/loading
technique- There seems to be little
new here- Common sense has had most of us practising this latest
technique for years- host Dark Peakers I know slacken off
their
training a week or so before a long race and eat extra
carbohydrates for a few days prior to the event. Nothing new,
nothing special, just a little science propping up what has been
common knowledge amongst experienced fell runners for years.
Personally
I eat when I'm hungry, drink when I'm thirsty
and NEVER train to exhaustion! Mind you I never win anything
either!
Colin Hughes
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EVER WANTED A TOTALLY BELIEVABLE EXCUSE FOR NEVER DOING QUITE AS
WELL
IN THOSE RACES AS YOU HOPE AND OTHERS EXPECT? - YOU DO,
THEN READ ON:STEP 1 : Mid March
Perform in the Rock and Run Mountain marathon. If possible
you should stumble and fall as often as possible. This is best
done on the many snow fields you will find at this time of year
as the blood stains should show up so "nicely". To be most
effective this is best done over 16 hours or so.
The damage done by this little jaunt will provide you with
an excuse well into July- However, this will be wearing a little
thin by August, which calls
for:
STEP 2 : Mid August
Take a holiday!
This allows you to use the "counter
excuse" like "unfortunately I wasn't there - which was a shame
as the course* would have suited me".
•if not believable then substitute e.g. conditions, time of day,
colour of finish banner or local make of lemonade
The holiday - I would suggest somewhere hot like Turkey.
It is important that the temperatures are high, say
constantly
above 96 deg.F This means that you don't have to run for long
before you are totally *** tired and
looking more like a
bug-eyed monster from the Black Lagoon than an athlete.
If you do this properly then on your return you will be
genuinely ill- I found shingles to be the best disease to have,
if given the choice, as this should be good for at least four
weeks.
Which leaves you about four weeks before you play your
trump card and
STEP 5 : The Karrimor!
There is no need for a special excuse for this period as
the old tired and tested one will do, in any case everyone else
will be using it anyway - " I am just using this as training for
the Karrimoor".
STEP 4 : Late October
This is the Big One! I find there is no real need to get
involved in any Captain Scarlet type antics as recommended
in
Step 1. By now your body should be sufficiently battered and
weakened.
All you have to do is chase about for a minimum of 14
hours with perhaps the odd stumble for effect, though this is
not entirely necessary.
If you have done this properly then you will have totally
destroyed
the muscles in your lower back. You will now have to
spend large parts of the following
two weeks on your back
examining
the ceiling. This should provide an excuse for at
least the next 3 months, from then on you will have to use your
initiative ~ running into a tree or a parked car will usually do
the trick if your imagination deserts you.
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That will bring you neatly round to Step 1 once again.
N.B. For the sake of variety and believabi1ity I suggest that
each year you should alter some part of the sequence, perhaps
another August disease- I believe Bubonic Plague is quite a good
one but unfortunately slightly more long term and may avoid the
repetition of Steps 4 through to 4 again and foreverB.L. Air

WALES
Wales: that strange little country which is really part of
England 'n' Wales but is more independent in a way than Scotland
or Ireland. A land full of strange unpronounceable place names
and people speaking a strange and unpronounceable language.
It's only a three hour hitch from Central London, even on
a congested Friday night, to the Brecon Beacons or Black
MountainsIt was to the first of these areas that a Dark Peak
raiding party went in early September and carried off the team
prize and an individual trophy.
We had a solid entry of four men and one woman in a field
of 40 odd. The ubiquitous Kevin Hagley led us away across the
dam and up to the first checkpoint on Toer y Foel. A group of
five left the summit together but we were caught by John Nixon
and an Australian on the long, rather tedious track run towards
the second control.
We were still more or less together on the climb up to the
third checkpoint and into the mist. This is where the real
running starts. A long, boggy climb leads up to the three main
Brecon summits. Visibility was about 20m and we all got a little
spread out but Kevin was fighting it out with John Nixon at the
front while I was holding off the Australian for 6th placekeith went through a bad patch and was passed by Frank ThomasKay, making a comeback after her Bob Graham, was also running
steadily up the field.
An interminable stretch of bog led to the final checkpoint
on Craig Pwllya. There used to be a trig point here but recently
it mysteriously disappeared. I don't suppose Will would know
anything about
it?
The final 5km are a glorious descent on a
muddy path, the reservoir glittering in the valley below you. We
had been promised a finish straight off the hill onto the dam
but as we reached the valley, the realisation dawned that we
were being brought down too low by the flags- When, finally we
reached the road, a cheery marshal sent us crawling up the hill
to the dam. The language was not what might be expected at
Buckingham Palace. The seconds ticked dangerously close to three
hours but a final burst and I reached the end with one to spare.
Kevin had finished 2nd and with Frank coming in soon after me,
we lifted the team prize from under the noses of the local club
with the very long name.
A few weeks later I returned to the area, this time
camping at Crickhowel. The event was the Black Mountains RaceIt was organised from the back of a decrepit green van parked
under a tree which hardly sheltered
it from the continuing
downpour. Continuing, that is, from the day before until the day
after. In fact, for all I know, it had been raining since I was

ifc.

last in South Wales. I changed in the porch of a church - a good
thing it was a Saturday race and then we were set off.
The first control was Pen Cerrig-calch and involved a long
gradual ascent. A leading group disappeared into the mist but
then turned left, instead of right and so coming down to cross a
valley, I found myself in 3rd place. The next control was on a
steep, tussocky hilltop where I arrived at the same time as the
Marshall. The leaders were out of sight by now and I got the
wrong line for the descent ending up slithering down a steep mud
slope grabbing at a wire fence to control my fall.
By the next control I was 6th and trying desperately to
make up my mistake. A ferocious wind roared across the ridge we
were running on and it was only when we dropped down into some
forestry that we found some respite. I hate forests, I always
get lost in them. I remember once crawling on hands and knees
trying to follow a bearing out of a particularly thick one in
the Lakes.
With much stopping and staring at the map, I found my way
through and out to the next checkpoint. I had even passed
somebody without knowing it. On the run in to the finish I
missed the arrows and ended up in a farmyard being chased by
dogs- A passing motorist eventually directed me down a muddy
lane to a foot bridge leading back to Llanbedr. I'd
lost 5
minutes but, fortunately, no places.
In general
it was a good but not classic course, spoilt
for me by having to stumble about in the forest which smacks of
orienteering and not fell running. A friendly, low-key event,
though, with plenty of tea and buns afterwards.
The Peris Horseshoe, by way of contrast, was a classicFour 3,000' peaks including half the Snowdon Horseshoe. A real
mountain race in the vein of Arrochar, though of course in
Snowdonia the paths are trenches and you never seem to be that
far from a pub.
60 odd of us set out from the R.V.H. and slogged up
through the quarries to Elidir Fawr. Colin Donnelly led the way
and nobody even got close to him. I suppose he does have the
advantage of living almost on the course. A fierce wind was the
main feature of the day and although the course was circular it
never seemed to be behind us.
But for the wind, the run along the ridge, over Y G a m and
up to Glder Fawr would have been glorious with clear views on
either side. Pen-y-Pass was the next checkpoint and then came
the ascent of Lliwedd, which left my legs going in opposite
directions* I was 15th here and running on my own. We followed
the Horseshoe round to the next control, just below Snowdon
summit, struggling up against a human tide of day trippers
surging round the track. The last control was at a rather
unlikely wall junction in the middle of nowhere. I suspect I
trespassed here, going round to the south of Moel Cynghorion to
escape from the wind, which was by now hurling small
stones
about in an alarming fashion. The finish was well flagged across
some marshes and through a scruffy band of woods. A rather
disappointing run in for a fine course.
Put it down to pressure of work or pressure of running but
I never really got into this race. From half way up the first
hill
I had an overpowering urge to lie down and go to sleep. I
was disappointed to be so far behind the winner and not even
inside four hours. Definitely a race to try again, though and
one to be recommended.
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RESULTS
BRECON BEACONS RACE
1 J.Nixon.(A.Ratti)
2 K.Hagley.
3 G.Woods.<Bath>
6 R.Ansell.

2.53.33
2.55.36
2.57.29
2.59.59

9
14
19
40

F.Thomas.
K.Tonkin.
A.Bledwel1.<L>
K.Whittle.

3.15.02
3.26.09
3.36.16
4.14.38

BLACK MOUNTAINS
1 A.Belton.
2 D.Thomas.
3 D.Davies.

2.41.30
2.42.00
2.52.30

5
28

R.Ansell.
P.Shore.<L>

2.57.30
4.13.15

GATEGILL
1 G.Gough.<BB>
2 A.Bowness(LFR)
3 G.Moffatt.<u/a>

31.47
32.33
33.20

18
30

K.Hagley.
R.Ansell.

38.01
40.29

ARROCHAR ALPS
1 M.Rigby.<Amb>
3.20.16
2
I .Davidson. ( C a m ) 3.29.01
3 D.Davies.(Ery)
3.40.25

16 R.Ansell.
4.04.00
37 P.Rother. (L) (EAC) 4.20.43

PERIS HORSESHOE
1 C.Donnelly.(Ery)
2 M.Whyatt.<Glos)
3 G.Webb.(Cald)

15
16

3.08.09
3.18.51
3.21.41

R.Ansell.
4.01.12
A.Carson.(L)(Ery) 4.05.08

Rick Ansell

1988 SAUNDERS LAKELAND MOUNTAIN MARATHON 1 JULY 2ND & 3RD
Klets Classic i A weekend to remember.
Start. Ullswater Hotel, Glenridding.
The morning began rather reluctantly, control plotting and
route possibilities had continued well into the small hours of
the morning, as is usually the case when accompanying Robin
Price (CLMFR). The few hours sleep we had were interrupted by
heavy bursts of rain drumming the van roof and thoughts of a wet
day ahead.
Having finally dragged myself away from the comforts of
the van, the weather prospect looked to be improving, the cloud
was still shrouding the tops but was showing signs of breaking.
Breakfast was eaten in conjunction with kit packing as
time was
limited before registration which was from 8.30 a.m..
The earliest start time was 9.30 a.m. and anytime after that. On
receiving the control description sheet you then plot your
intended route, this year it included 11 given controls plus 4
"specials" described as "elevated passages of interest" (they're
not joking). You can camp anywhere on route, the only regulation
being checking in and out of the same control of your
intended
camp.
Leaving your route description with the organiser, you

then choose your start time.
Depart Ullswater Hotel at 10.20 a.m., most competitors are
well on their way in their respective classes, in fact the last
two to start are Robin and myself, Robin being the last (keeping
to form).
I head off along Patterdale towards my first control and
am pleased that I'm on my way. Also pleasing is the weather, the
temperature is warm and the sun is beginning to shine. The foot
of Whelter Crags, west of Haweswater is my first control, my
route choice taking me up Haweswater Gill and over Rampsgill
Head. Cut and bleeding, I punch the first control after a
somewhat slippy descent through the crags. Contour out to Castle
Crag to collect my first special, described as midpoint up the
western most gully, fairly straightforward, I thought, weather
and visibility good, this should prove no problem. What I hadn't
foreseen was the path to the control being blocked by a fellow
competitor. Having reached the control he was now straddled
across the gully in a position where he could neither ascend or
descend. Relieving him of his sack, then gradually guiding him
down and out of the gully made the way clear. Picking up his
sack, his departing comment was "Thanks mate, see ya again!".
The temperature was still rising and the visibility
increasing as I made my way over High Street towards a control
in Woundale. I was drinking plenty of water as the sun was quite
strong and it was definitely going to be a long day. From
Woundale over St Ravens Edge into Kirkstone Pass, resisting the
temptation
to quench my thirst in the Inn. Up Red Screes and a
second special control collected in Kilnshaw Chimney. No problem
so far, straight to the peg - "is this too good to be true".
Descend to Scardale Pass, runners and walkers dotted all
over the skyline, all involved in their own little worlds. Over
Dove Crag and descend to Rydal head and a control at the
wall/stream
junction. More refreshment and food as I make the
hot ascent to the Fairfield Ridge and the first time I was on
the same route as another class. Only quick conversations
ensued, it was mid-afternoon and only three controls punched and
the two specials, a long way to go. It was at this point that I
began to realise that my intended camp was beyond reach in the
time I had left, so a few choice route alterations and a new
camp position was set as I made my way down to Grisedale Hause.
A long route north followed to my next destination,
contouring the west side of Dollywaggon and Helvellyn to the
stream junction
in Helvellyn Gill. A nest of controls was
situated in the region of Helvellyn, my intention was to collect
all these before making camp. Reverse my route up the ridge to
Browncove Crags and onto the summit of Helvellyn. 343152 was the
grid reference of the next control described as grass and rocky
ridge. I picked my way down the ever steepening ridge until I
could proceed no further and was faced by a 60' drop. I turned
to reverse my route and just about fell over the control flag
which had been cleverly placed under a rock out of view of
descending competitors.
I was beginning to realise how Keith Fazey (new race
organiser) was working. Testing courses, plenty of ascent and
descent and deviously hidden controls. The navigation and route
choice proved quite simple given the good conditions, thick mist
might have proved a different story, even though there was a
high retirement rate throughout all the classes.
Although I wasn't on the same wavelength as Keith at the
next control. This was another special, its grid reference

giving its position at 60m further east. Described as "90m from
the true crag foot, ascend the gully until a rocky ramp on the
left, ascend the chimney surmounting jammed blocks, the peg is
situated between boulders".
Having spent half an hour free climbing the face of
Helvellyn I just could not follow Keith's route description. I
decided to give it a miss and press on as time was short. Down
to Red Tarn and a control at the Tarn Edge over Swirral Edge and
down into Brown Cove and the disused dam wall being the control.
The final descent down Glenridding to the stream junction with
Red Tarn Beck, the sheepfold being the control and my new
intended camp. 8.00 p.m. just caught the control mar shall
heading off down the valley for his liquid refreshment.
Tent up and a meal, was the order of the day. A superb red
sky toned the valley a glow of orange and the forecast of
another fine day ahead.
Two more runners joined me at the Sheepfold
campsite as
the night progressed and I acquired my new position as a stand
in marshal 1, checking in their times as they arrived at camp (is
that how I won?), one of which was Robin Price. Of all
the
places to camp and he ends up next to me! (No offence Robin). We
ended up perusing the maps, discussing our intended routes for
the next day, plus all the events and highlights we had each
experienced.
Dawn broke and the sun was soon warming the side of the
tent, a hot drink, tent down and kit packed and an early start.
6.20 a.m. checked out, proceed down Glenridding, 3 controls and
1 special left. Another fine day in prospect although mist
is
engulfing the Helvellyn
ridge. Over to the back of Sheffield
Pike to a control at the wood edge. Contour under Black Crags,
up Bleabank side, up to Sticks Pass. Now into the mist, the
ridge run north missing out the tops revealed pairs of runners
approaching
in the opposite direction, some familiar faces told
me that they were the leading runners of the Scafell class.
White Pike N/E of Clough head was my destination, a
checkpoint at the cairn followed by the descent to the head of
Mosedale. Two more familiar faces approached, contouring at a
slightly higher level, Martin and Helen looked to be moving very
well.
Around the head of Mosedale and up to Wolf Cragss and the
last special. Description was "ascend the obvious gully, the peg
is situated at mid point" can you see it for the trees?
Having
found the gully
I began to ascend, signs that people had been
here before became obvious, the odd footprint and loose
clumps
of grass were noticeable. To my good fortune this wasn't the
only noticeable thing, someone had kindly left the punch hanging
on its string from behind the tree (thanks, whoever it w a s ) .
Decision time, 9.00 a.m. and only 1 control
left. Do I
return to Helvellyn for the missing special? Why not, I
route along the ridge back onto Helvellyn. The descent from the
shelter proved tricky in the mist as I picked my way down to the
crag foot. Repeating the description through my mind I carefully
followed his instructions. Things began to fall into place,
surmounting the jammed blocks revealed the peg neatly
situated
between two boulders (I'm sure I was here yesterday!).
A sense of relief came over me, taking with it the burden
of my sack and the aches in my legs. A rapid descent followed to
the last control at Lanty's tarn then onto the finish
11.30
a.m., just in time for dinner.
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The long queue for food proved worthwhile as the buffet
laid on by the Hotel was great.
A good weekend, congratulations
to the organisers on
another successful
event. Although there was a high retirement
rate, most people enjoyed the challenge. Who said the SLMM was
becoming an easy summer outing.
Congratulations also to Martin and Helen on their mixed
team win and second overall in the Scafell class and to Billy
and Micah Wilson for their victory in the Kirkfell class. What a
good weekend for DPFR.
Robert Sanby
RESULTS
KLETS CLASSIC
1 R.Sanby.
2 J.Kyle.

14.58
17.44

SCAFELL CLASS
1 C.Dulson &
A.Ligema.
2 M.Stone &
H.Diamantides.
KIRKFELL CLASS
1 W.Wilson 4
M.Wilson.
2 R.Sutton &
T.Oakes.

11.10
12.01

8.22
8.22

From BORROWDALE to BUTTERMERE
5th August and the day before the Borrowdale race. I
arrived on Mrs Weirs campsite in the evening and eandered
over
to the usual Dark Peak
corner. No Worsell caravan, no Wendy
house, no Hamish tent. The only familiar face was Billy Wilson's
and he had led a Hallamshire take over of the traditional Dark
Peak pitch. Mike Pedley turned up a little later but only to
spectate. Across the field a few brown vests flopped desultorily
from tent poles. What had happened to the great days when Dark
Peak had a rugby team finish the race!
The morning of the race was cool, cloudy and breezy .
ideal conditions. A field of just over 250 set off up Bessyboot.
Most of the loose stones must have been thrown down now, as
there were fewer calls of "below" than in previous years.
A well worn path now snakes around the tarns and marshes
to Glaramara and on to Alan Crags, a vivid example of the impact
of fell running on the environment. That path wasn't there when
I first did the race in 1982.
Bob Hamilton floated past me on the climb up to Scafell
and near the summit I got a glimpse of Kevin Hagley as he
flashed past on the descent. The scree chute down to the
Corridor route was well worn and in places the scree had been
cleared
completely
to leave a path. Despite the mist and some

greasy rocks, I reached Styhead without falling
and without
being lured down to Wasdale. I usually manage one or the other.
Gable was an interminable grind in the clag; I'm sure it
grows each year. The mist stayed down for the run to Honister
provoking the usual interesting route choices. Some chose Base
Brown, others Blea Tarn or Fleetwith Pike as the optimum line.
I couldn't run much of Dale Head. It's a good gauge of
one's fitness to see how much of it you can run up. As we
descended the sun came out. It was suddenly very warm and the
obligatory
splash
through
the river before the finish was
welcome relief.
Further refreshment was found, as always, outside the
village hall and the afternoon was spent swimming in the Derwent
river. Predictably Billy Bland won, though Mike Fanning and Mick
Hoffe had the cheek
to chase him. Kevin pipped Bob, both
finishing in the twenties and six minutes ahead of me. I was
pleased to break
3.30 for the first time and had Kevin Lilley
hard on my heels.
The next day, Sunday, and there was the obligatory
post.Borrowdale masochistic
dash up and down Latrigg. it was a
scorching hot day and being a World Championship qualifying race
all the big names absent from the Borrowdale were running. Kevin
had another cracking run and led us all home. Mike, having saved
himself for the day, was disappointed to be second woman.
The next weekend was the Buttermere, my favourite Lakeland
races 20 miles of glorious ridges with three calf.aching climbs.
Rain threatened but the day satayed more or less clear and dry.
57 of us set out from the field at Loweswater led by Colin
Valentine, out to avenge a narrow defeat last year. Kevin chased
him up the fearsome first climb but then dropped back to let me
catch him. Alan Jones was going well despite having problems
coming to terms with an awkward rock step. Frank Thomas, lacking
something in speed for these 20 miles, settled
into a regular
ultra distance pace for a more leisurely day out.
The second big climb up to Robinson saw the leading 15
runners still within 10 minutes of each other. Colin and Donald
Lee five minutes
clear of the rest of us. Bob Berzins led the
chasing group, dropping back after crossing Honister. Kevin
found a new lease of life and picked up several places after
Inominate Tarn, coming past me as I got entangled in the crags
of Haystacks, wasting several precious minutes. My lack of
distance training told on the long uphill stretch to High Stile
as Kevin pulled away from me. I missed the sheep track round to
the col below Melbreak, wasting more time and my goal of four
hours became an impossibility.
By the finish Kevin had closed to within two minutes of
Bob who narrowly broke the four hour barrier, finishing 8th. I
was 12th, Alan
18th and Frank 31st, but once again Cumberland
took the team prize.
Just as the Borrowdale weekend
is complimented by the
Latrigg, the Buttermere
is rounded off by England's steepest
race, the Gategill. A vigorous low that passed in the night left
the campsite more or less deserted by morning and the river
threatening to wash away the remaining tents. Kevin and Frank,
though, were comfortably ensconced
in the Youth Hostel, the
latter wisely choosing the lower bunk this time.
The rain hadn't abated by morning and after the exertions
of the previous day, it was hard to summon up much
racing
enthusiasm. Kevin and I agreed it would "be good for training",
though, if nothing else.

Only 35 turned out tor tht race, most, no doubt, going to
Longdale
for the Gunson Knott, a championship race. There were
some hard men who competed in both, but nobody, I think, who
managed the triple.
Kevin, for the fourth time
in four starts beat me
comfortably, finishing a creditable 18th. In the conditions, it
was no surprise to find that nobody had broken 30 minutes.
I spent a week being alternately burnt and soaked in the
Lakes and then went up to Arrochar to get a taste of this new
horror. Bob Berzins, who had run it the previous year was
disappointed by it, complaining that you were either walking up
hills or falling down them. And so it proved, but what a route.
This is no fell race or hill race. It's a proper mountain race.
Starting and finishing at sea level, the route visits four
3,000' peaks, all of them steep, rough and craggy. In bad
weather
the demands are far greater than in traditional fell
races. A compass bearing can lead you to the bottom or, more
worryingly, in descent, the top of a 2 0 ' crag not marked on the
map. Several
times I followed the needle
into some rock
difficulty and ended up scrambling.
In clear weather, such
obstacles can be avoided but good weather is not a feature of
Scottish hills.
The first half hour was a frantic dash along forest tracks
across an expanse of marsh and up the road to Slay Dam. A river
had to be crossed en route but few people found the bridge and
we waded thigh deep through the chilling water. From the dam
it's over 2,000' to the top of Ben Vorlich and then you retrace
your
steps, slithering and sliding down greasy slabs and oozing
marshes. I remember coming down here on my big walk and vowing
never to do it again. It took me over an hour that time but this
time about 20 minutes.
That was only the warm up. There was 200m on the flat
across the dam and then an action replay as we trudged 2,000' up
the other side of the valley and back into the drenching mist to
the summit of Ben Vare. Here concentration began to fail and
people took a wide variety of routes down to the col. A good
line made for a fast descent on marshy grass.
I doubt many people got the optimum
line for the next
climb I ended up with J.B.F. and two others at the foot of a wet
chimney, John muttering to himself "I don't like the look of
this. You know, I really don't like the look of this". P.B.'s
aren't the best footwear for rock climbing but we managed to
heave ourselves out onto the summit ridge which soon got us up
to the marshal 1.
A flying descent col saw us toiling up to the last Munro,
Ben Narrain, on the way up we discussed our probable position.
There were two sets of P.B. prints going up in front of us but
we reckoned we could be 3rd or 33rd.
The final descent leaves the end of the Wasdale
looking
like a jog in the park. While I fumbled with my compass, people
disappeared over the little plateau and down a gully which must
be at least grade V in winter. Down and down you go, it was like
landing
in an aeroplane. The loch and tiny dots of houses
gradually growing. We skated and slipped down the steep grass
'till we reached a stony track and finally the flags leading to
the finish. I lost four places on the descent but this is a race
about survival as much as winning. hark Rigby did well to do
both. I was satisfied with 16th.
Rick Ansell
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RESULTS
BORROWDALE
1 B.Bland(Kes)
2 M.Fanning(Kes)
3 M.Hoffe(Ambl)
23 K.Hagley
24 B.Hami1 ton
32 R.Ansel 1
35 K.Lilley
38 S.Haines(W)(Ilk)

2.42.50
2.44.12
2.44.45
3.21.02
3.21.23
3.27.59
3.29.52
3.38.26

LATRIGG
1 P.Dugdale<Hor>
17.31
2 R.Bergstrand(Roch) 17.40
3 D.Cartridge(BoIt> 17.42
20.57
42 K.Hagley
53 R. A r i s e 11
21.31
22.11
62 C.Haigh(W)(Holm>
74 M.Pedley
23.05
BUTTERMERE
1 C.Valentine.(Kes)
2 D.Lee.<CFR)
3 P.Haines.(Ilk)
8 B.Berzins.
9 K.Hagley.

3.37.03
3.38.08
3.46.31
3.59.46
4.01.44

42
61
98
137
143
170
190
208

T.Rhodes
E.Hutt
D.Lockwood
B.Wilson
D.Holmes
C.Henson
J.Feist
F.Galbraith

3.41.24
3.50.48
4.03.08
4.16.24
4.19.24
4.30.56
4.43.49
5.01.16

80
82
88
103
106
136

C.Crof ts(W>
E.Hutt
T.Trowbridge
A.Whatmore
D.Lockwood
J .Feist

23.06
23.13
23.28
24.37
25.05
23.14

R.Ansel1.
A.Jones
R.Pickvance.(1L)
F.Thomas.

4.13.01
4.24.55
4.26.44
4.50.46

12
18
19
31

THE BBQ FELL and BEER RACE i Aug 88
The morning dawned with squals which rapidly turned to a
full scale storm and deluge. The race looked like being replaced
by an ark-building
competition. By mid-morning
the road at
Peep-O-Day was flooded, and I had little enthusiasm for putting
out flags for the race, let alone running it. It seemed a far
cry from the brilliant waether we'd enjoyed on holiday.
I resigned myself to a wet walk around the course to flag
the route. I soon felt distinctly over dressed as the sun
cautiously broke through the clouds. We had been favoured again
and a sunny afternoon followed the apalling morning.
To the race. Tim Rhodes used his local knowledge
to lead
Bob Toogood up South Head instead of Mount Famine. I let them
get far enough to cause them some inconvenience before
shouting
them back. Funny how the leaders get it wrong on the best marked
sections - even Tim Daniels got it right when he won.
I
had deliberately marked only the main path from
Peep.O.Day to Big Stone leaving some route choice to local
knowledge. This proved to be useful as I with Mike Hayes in tow
nearly caught the two in front on this section . one was another
local!
Tim beat Bob on the descent from Big Stone, Bob
sensibly
opting to save his ankle from further damage. Mike Hayes showed
his gratitude for the route choice by overtaking me on the
ascent
to Big Stone and got his come-uppance when he, for
reasons best known to himself, jumped the wrong way over a
stile. Obviously an old orienteering trick! I made sure I was

unbeatable before I told him tht irror of hit ways.
Performances are returning to normal, I had about 4 pints
left
in the barrel at the end, compared to 10 or so last year.
(In the first year the barrel was dry by 10pm)
Neil Goldsmith
1
2
3

5
6
8

9

T.Rhodes.
B.Toogood.
T.Jordan.
N.Goldsmith.
M.Hayes.
A.Yates.
P.Jones.

28.57
28.58
31.10
31.38
31.45
33.57
34.25

10
11
13
14
15
17

D.Sant.
K.Martin.<L)
G.Goldsmith.<L)
B.Hodges.
J.Feist.
A.Sanderson.

34.51
34.54
36.30
36.32
38.24
38.54

BEN NEVIS : 3rd SEPTEMBER 1988
It was an ominous anniversary, I can imagine how Poland
felt
like nearly 50 years ago. There was continuous rain with
intermittent showers and it was getting colder and windier by
the hour.
We gathered in a park about 3/4 mile from the start of the
tourist route up the mountain, an hour before the race began.
Gradually as the bulletins of increasingly
minus
degree
temperatures were announced so were the layers of protective
clothing . for most, that is.
Astonishly some runners were only wearing T-shirts and not
even carrying waterproofs, gloves or hats. This was to prove
nearly disastrous later on. One bloke was only wearing a vest
and shorts as if he was on the Rotherham Half Marathon ( he was
later discovered to be a Spaniard on his first visit to Scotland
and was found wandering about at 3,500 ft, delirious and
suffering from exposure).
The call to arms came at nearly 2.00 and the runners were
paraded around the park with accompanying swirling bagpipes
being drowned out by the accompanying swirling hurricane. Then,
for some inexplicable reason we were made to wait for 15 minutes
as the officials checked over numbers.
Then we were off. It was relatively easy going up to 1800
ft to the l o c k , a nice benign ascent till the steep
climbing
really began but with wind assistance
I enjoyed the rare
experience of running up steep scree slopes. The higher we got
the colder it became, I passed one nutter screaming in agony
because his head was frozen (no h a t ) . As for me, all I had
exposed were a pair of crazed eyeballs. Shaking their heads in
disbelief at man's inhumanity to man, the mountain rescue people
very kindly guided us away from the sheer drops of the gulleys,
then we had fun leaping for our lives as an avalanche of runners
returned from the summit.
Talk about Gallowaying Galloway, the cold on the plateau
was the most penetrating
I've
ever experienced
(worse than
drinking
in the Lescar in mid-February). Anyway with the fear
of death contracting the mind wonderfully, the stewards at the
top removed our number tags and placed a loop of string around
our necks as proof of ascent and no doubt to keep us warm on the
way down.
It was time to get the hell out of there except this time
25

descending
into the wind and rain, what fun it was sliding,
spread-eagled, upside-down
over
loose
scree.
So
with
buttock-clenching
descents and defrosting at 2,000 ft with the
added bonus of discovering I can still have children after all,
came the eyeballs out down the road, round the park to the
finish.
Now for the controversy.
The mountain rescue people
bitterly criticised
the organisers for allowing the race to
start at all, especially as they had to have
17 runners
airlifted off ( the things people will do for a 'copter ride!)
and also said 8 runners were near death through hypothermia.
I
think the decision to run it was correct, what I'm amazed at is
that there was no minimum
clothing requirements.
A lot of
runners were just not equipped so I suggest that they were
either inexperienced, hard buggers or just plain thick!
At the 5 mountain rescue teams didn't account for the last
runner until 8.30 p.m., they may have a point when they threaten
to withdraw support for future races, so the Ben Nevis race
could have radical changes next year. Anyway I enjoyed it in a
peverse sort of way.
Tim Mackey

OTTER 40 : 24.9.88
This years Otter 40 was memorable mainly
for
its
meteorologival highlights in the shape of heavy rain in the Goyt
Valley over the first few miles and a strong north-westerly wind
throughout the day, which reached the proportions of a howling
gale on Mam Tor. Apart from the need to run at a 45 degree angle
and use at least on hand to restrain a wildly flapping race
number, you could tell the wind was strong because there were no
hang
gliders
about.
The wind might have explained why
retirements were 5 0 % up on last year and when some
competitors
went astray in the later stages maybe this was because the route
markers had blown away. That snag aside, the organisation was up
to its usual excellent standard and the atmosphere was as
friendly as ever.
There were about 198 finishers out of 231 starters. In the
team event Dark Peak A, having won the prize on both previous
occasions, could this time only manage fifth. The most natable
Dark Peak performance was by Gerry who almost broke seven
hours
and took the ladies prize.
Kevin Borman
1
13
25
30

M.Hart ley.(Mer)
M. hayes.
C.henson.
G.Goldsmith.(L>

5.30.12
6.34.08
6.55.20
7.02.19

35
62
66
118

T.Mackey.
K.Borman.
T.ay1es.
J.Feist.

7.16.22
7.49.04
7.53.09
9.49.48

WARTS REVENGE RECORD SMASHED
For those of you who are becoming increasingly concerned
the very large numbers taking to the fells for some races,
fret, all is not lost. There are still plenty of excellent
with small fields. The Warts Revenge is a good example,
just five fine souls taking up the challenge at 10.30 a.m.
November 1988 (the second race over the full route, once
scheduled for the day following the Cuthroat Relay).
A sparkling, clear, crisp and frosty morning at the corner
of Lady cannings Plantation below Ox Stones. One of those rare
mornings when you can see at least five power station
together
with
inumerable other blots on the landscape to the east over
the city of Sheffield. To the west hidden by the ridge of Brown
Edge Quarries and the formidable flanks of Rud Hill, lies the
vast and
forbidding
expanse
of
bleak
moorland
known
affectionately as Hallam Bog. Steeped in myth and legend, this
ancient and terrible terrain provides the venue for the Warts
Revenge .
For those of you unfamiliar with the route, from the start
( and finish) at the style on Ringinglow Road beneath Brown Edge
Quarries, the first target is the small ruin close to the summit
of Rud Hill, followed by Burbage Bridge North where the route
goes under the road and down Burbage Brook to the break
in the
plantation below Higger Tor. After the steep climb onto Higger
Plateau, the race continues down to Mitchell Field then up to
the summit of Callow Bank where runners make directly for
Stanage Pole (it is forbidden to take the route along Stanage
Edge). From the Pole the home straight is direct to the Rud Hill
ruin again and down to the finish.
Sadly, that retired Wart, Pete Collingwood (you remember
him, to quote our Secretary "the one who got fat and had dogs"),
who is a fellow founder of the race was unable even to help
marshall
this year (rumour has it that he's getting real
slippers for Christmas - his old P.B.'s have finally worn out
after two years as slipper surrogates! - sorry Pete!).
Overall
the race was a success, although
there were
complaints from some competitors on the course. Alan Yates and
Mark Harvey were not impressed with unmanned, unmarked controls
or the lack of drink stops and feeding stations.
Andy Harmer led the race from the start, taking it steady
to begin with, even having time to kiss Polly and Jenny at
Burbage North. The next I saw of Andy was his revolting
fluorescent green silhouette bounding down Mitchell Field before
a steady run up Callow bank which he found "bloody warm". Next
to come striding up Callow at a leisurely (even conversational!)
pace
came
Alan
and
Mark
deep
in
debate
about
antidisestablishmentarianism
and its effect on life in Crookes
and Broomhall, or was it the influence of the Spanish Civil War
on the evolution of portrait photography? Mike Hayes was the
only one to climb the south flank of Callow and was pipped at
the summit by Jim Fulton. Jim was going very well at this stage
driven by his own continuous string of coarse expletives which
certainly gave him the edge on Mike.
The field opened up quite a bit between Callow and the
finish. Andy came in to knock over three and a half minutes off
Bob Berzins record. Next came Alan, a strong second, another
good run in an excellent season for the only sparrow legged yet.
about
don't
races
with
on 27
again
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to wear canary yellow tight! in public! Then a real bolt of a
performance
as the electric stallion
(snip.) Jim Fulton
"charged" in to beat Mike and Mark by minutes. Jim has certainly
put some metal in his flex during the past year, rarely missing
a Wednesday night on the hills. Mark and Mike are the kind of
runners who wax and wane throughout the season and the Warts
Revenge caught them both during a low (slow) phase between leg
waxings.
Anyone wishing
to recce the route is welcome to bring
their head torch along any winter Wednesday evening and join
Dark Peak FELL runners.
If you thought the Warts Revenge was a bastard wait till
you try the WART'S WRATH. Watch this space for news of a new
race to sap your strength and ruin your rythmn. The WARTS WRATH
will cover Ox Stones, Houndkirk Hill, Totley Tops and Burbage
Edge and slime!
Colin Hughes
RESULTS
1
2
3

A.Harmer
A.Yates
J.Fulton

RACE

1.09.58
1.22.10
1.24.45

4
5

M.Hayes
M.Harvey

1.25.59
1.26.18

RESULTS

And now some old results...
BOX HILL I 1.88
1
12
72

S.Nicholson.<CU>
K.Tonkin.
N.Goldsmith.

52.27
57.24
69.24

93
144
162

W.Lightfoot.(L)
G.Goldsmith.(L)
K.Whittle.<L>

70.33
75.43
78.53

CONISTON : 30.4.88
1
60
113
114
125

M.Patterson.
T.Rhodes .
J.Armistead.
D.Sant.
J.Smith.<L)

1.10.41
1.28.23
1.31.23
1.31.35
1.32.12

165
170
232
250
278

D. Lockwood.
J.Herbert.
G.Goldsmith.(L)
M.Cox.
E.Steward.

1.37.46
1.38.14
1.45.32
1.48.59
1.59.36

TIGERS '10' : 10.5.88
1
19
51
53
54
57
72
76

V.Garner. (Cope)
J.Desforges.
N.Goldsmi th.
J.Smith.(L)
M.Arundale.
T.Mackey.
A.Hoyland.
L . Johnson.

54.26
60.59
66.15
66.20
66.43
67.24
69.24
69.51

81
87
93
104
105
111
132
146
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R.Marsden.
CLast.
L.Desforges.
M.Arundale.
J.Fulton.
G.Goldsmith.(L)
J.Gittins.
J.Roberts.

70. 10
70.53
72. 12
72.58
73.23
74.47
78.44
82.22

DUDDON I 4.6.86
1
17
47
59
71
100

S.Livesey.(Ross)
M.Patter son.
CCrofts.(L>
N.Goldsmith.
T.Trowbri dge.
B.Thackery.

103
113
115
126
?

2.46.25
3.00.52
3.24.33
3.35.42
3.42.39
4.00.00

A.watmore.<L)
J.Sm i t h.<L)
J.Harri son.
G.Goldsmith.<L>
CHenson.

4.00.45
4.09.38
4.11.51
4.30.26
5.03.48

Clare set a new ladies record.

BOARS HEAD I 29.6.88
1
16
58

A.Trigg.(Glos)
T.Rhodes.
N.Goldsmith.

47.47
52.51
59.26

70
94

B.Thackery.
J.Feist.

60.54
68.47

HAYFIELD CHAMPS . Final Placings
1
2
8

A.Trigg.(Glos)
M.Whyatt.(Glos)
G.Berry.

4.07.03
4.08.35
4.49.27

18
31
36

B.Thackery.
K.Martin.<L)
P.Dyke.

5.16.31
5.45.30
6.00.21

TANKYS TROG i 4.12.88
1
2
3
4
5
10
16
21
35
37
40
47
51

A.Lewsley.<BH>
M.Rigby.(Amb)
B-Toogood.
B-Berz ins•
K.Lilley.
R.Gregory•
R.Ansel 1•
A.Pryor.
A-Yates •
D•San t.
A.Jones•
R.Marsden.
D-Lockwood.

3.22.29
3.25.28
3.25.46
3.28.32
3.19.27
3.39.27
3.46.06
3.49.46
3.58.34
3.58.47
4.01.34
4.04.07
4.09.09

56
58
60
62
65
78
101
115
122
123
126
139

J•Harri son.
K.Borman.
J.Fulton•
A.Bond.
C.Henson•
G.Hulley.
P.Sanderson•
K.Foster.
B.Hodges•
A.Wright.
T.Foley.
F.Galbraith*

4.11.47
4.13.16
4.14.45
4.15.43
4.19.06
4.28.34
4.47.03
5.05.35
5.13.11
5.13.18
5.17.31
5.23.30

The unofficial winner was Martin Stone who ran in first
about 1 minute ahead of Andy Lewsley but had not entered the
race and was therefore not recognised as a competitor. Hard luck
Martin- He was later heard to say "That was the only race I've
ever won!"
- or not won?
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SYL

- Hillsborough

: 27.11.88

MEN

1
14

C.Maddocks .
R.Pearson.

33.08
35.08

76
86

E.Hutt.
T.Trowbridge.

38.37
39.06

LADIES

1
2
3

J.Carrier.(Roth)
A.Watmore.
CCrofts.

26th Feb

23.22
23.25
23.42

South Yorkshire Champs,
Valley Park, Herringthorpe.

BOOK REVIEW I FREEDOM OF THE MOORS
Access
to the moors west of Sheffield has been a problem
faced by many Dark Peak Fell Runners* However, fell
runners
aren't
the only ones to be pressing for the opening up of these
uncultivated areas. Aimed at fell wlakers, 'Freedom of the
Moors' highlights
ten routes on the Eastern fringe of the Peak
District. All
have one thing
in common .
they
involve
'trespass'!
Each walk has a sketch map and a brief description (rather
than a blow by blow
account).
Thus
it achieves a balances
suggesting routes without spoiling the element of discovery.
Some areas were very familiar to me (e.g. Strines, Hallam and
Big moors) but others offered new
ideas
(e.g.Broomhead
and
Snai1sden moors).
Additional
to the walks
the book provides a brief
background to the problem of moorland access. This
includes
history
of moorland ownership, past attempts to gain access and
the current (rather static) situation.
Freedom of the Moors provides a useful introduction to the
problem of moorland access, plus routes on some of the 27
'private' moors near Sheffield. For only 32 pages (A5 size) it
may seem expensive but this interesting book
is well worth
a
look .
Mike Pedley
'Freedom
of
the Moors' is published by the Sheffield Campaign
for Access to Moorland, priced
£2.25.
It is available
from
Hartley Seeds and other local bookshops.
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LADIES

SECTION

Another successful year saw the Dark Peak ladies continue
to fly the flag high for the club. Clare won the British and
English Champs and in doing so wrote the record books for a
number of races, and with Ann 2nd and Jacky 3rd the English
Champs was a clean sweep for Dark Peak. Clare and Jacky also
gained an international vest in the World Cup.
Other performances of note
include.. Gerry
1st in
the
Otter 4 0 ; Gerry and Kay were 1st ladies team in the Karrimor A
class and Trish Kohn ran well in the Peak Challenge.
The cross country is mid.way through with Clare, Ann and
Wendy
in close contention in the SYL, Clare leading Anne by 20
seconds after 3 races.
Future events are:.
Northerns
Veterans
Nationals
SY Champs

15th
15th
18th
26th

Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb

1988
1988
1988 ?
1938

There is a list of other ladies events in the club hut.
I'm
sure we could do well team.wise in all the above as we only
need 4 to count in most races. Anyone interested can contact me
and lets sock it to 'em!
CROSS

COUNTRY
SYL . Barnsley i 30.10.88

MEN
1
11
34

C T h a c k e r y . <HH>
R.Pearson.
P.Murray.

LADIES
1 J.Clarke.(SAC)
3 CCrofts.

30.56
33.52
35.24

66 T.Trowbridge.
190 P.Kohn.

21.48
22.33

4 A.Watmore.
5 W.Lighfoot.

37.07
43.37

22.56
23.12

SYL - Cannon Hall i 13.11.88
MEN
1
9
11
23

J.Brown.(HH)
R.Pearson.
M.Patterson.
P.Murray.

31.59
33.50
34.25
35.12

9 2 E.Hutt.
118 T.Trowbridge.
157 J.Firth.

LADIES
1 J.Shields.(SAC)
22.17
4 CCrofts.
23.58
5 A.Watmore.
24.10

30

38.24
39.30
41.07

OBITUARY I R.E Pearson.
It is with deep sadness that we anounce the passing on of
Robert E Pearson on the 12th December. Rob was a member
of the
club for many years and attained great heights (sorry) on the
fells and recently took over from Pete Lewis as the club Cross
Country secretary. His many achievements included winning the
Glossop race in 1961 and 1982, 3rd in the Skyline
in 1980 and
1984, 1st in Tankys Trog 1980, 1981, 1982 and 2nd in 1983 and
Club Champion in 1980 and 1983 when he set the long
standing
record for the course, only broken this year after many attempts
by Malcolm. Robs achievements were not only confined to the
fells, he was a member of the British Orienteering Squad
for
many years and was often to be seen sporting the distinctive
Dark Peak vest in many
cross country races, both
local and
national. He continued to run exceptionally well right up until
the day prior to his demise, when he finished 4th in the
local
South Yorkshire League.
Rob had a few words to say before his
unfortunate
departure from our realms, claiming that it had nothing
to do
with the fact that Malcolm had robbed him of the Club Champs
record ("calls himself a fell runner, anyone that doesn't
run
direct is a woofter!"), but said that the club now has no team
creditabi1ity off the fells (i.e. cross country, road, track,
his main interests etc) and with no young blood coming through
he would prefer to move onto another world . this may be either
be yellow or red, but definately not green.
I'm sure you will all join me in wishing him every success
with his future club, whichever it may be.
E.T
P.S. Don't bother looking over your shoulder for brown vests Rob
- with you joining the ranks of the veterans this year, we'll be
in front of you!
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